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Part B: Self-Development Plan

Instructions:
1. Set at least one self-directed learning goal to enhance your RN practice.
2. Complete at least one learning activity related to your goal.
3. Identify how your learning impacted your RN practice. 

Tip: It is recommended that your self-development plan be SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Relevant  
and Timely). Check out the CCP Guide for details.

Learning Goal(s) and Activity(ies)

Learning goal(s) Learning activity(ies)  
(be as specific as possible)

Expected 
date of 
completion

Date  
completed
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Impact on my Nursing Practice

How did completing your learning activities impact your RN practice? Include at least one specific example. If you are not 
currently working, anticipate how your learning will impact your practice when you return to work.   


	Learning Goals 1: To learn more about the different techniques on handling residents who display challenging behaviors; specially on how to manage disruptive and aggressive behaviors. I plan on reading 1) professional journal article 2) book 3) seeking peer feedback 4)watching a video 5) reading the handbook (Non-violet crisis intervention handbook) by November 2018
	Learning Activity 1: CCP Review Learning Activity: 1) International Journey of Geriatric Psychiatry - effective behavioral interventions for decreasing dementia related challenging behaviors in nursing homes by Rebecca Allen - Burge Vol. 14 - Issue 3 page 213-228.CCP Review Learn Activity Type:Journal Article
	Exp Date of Completion 1: xxxx xx, 2018
	Date Completed 1: xxxx xx, 2018
	Date Completed 2: xxxx xx, 2018
	Learning Goals 2: 
	Learning Activity 2: CCP Review Learning Activity2:2) I read the book Caring for People With Challenging Behaviors - essential skills and successful strategies in long term by Steven Weber Long PhD.CCP Review Learn Act 2 Type:OtherCCP Review Act2 Type Other:Book
	Exp Date of Completion 2: xxxx xx, 2018
	Date Completed 3: xxxx xx, 2018
	Learning Goals 3: 
	Learning Activity 3: CCP Review Learning Activity3:3) Seeking Peer feedback 4) Watched video called De-escalation Techniques by Teepa Snow5) Read the handbook Non-Violent Crisis InterventionCCP Review Learn Act 3 Type:OtherCCP Review Act3 Type Other:3) Peer to peer4) Video5) Handbook
	Exp Date of Completion 3: xxxx xx, 2018
	Impact on my Nursing Practice: From my activities I further expanded my knowledge on the different techniques and methods that are used in handling residents that displayed challenging behaviors. It has provided me with the ability and necessary tools in order to respond appropriately to risk behaviors using non-verbal, verbal and physical approaches in order to reduce or manage risk behaviors. One specific example of this would be a resident on my unit suddenly became restless and agitated, began pacing, clenching their fists and started yelling loudly. I approached them in a calm and reassuring manor, identified myself by name and asked them calmly what was upsetting them. They replied "I hate all the loud noises." I provided reassurance, compassion and empathy. I was able to diffuse a potential aggressive incident by taking this resident to a quieter environment and allowing the resident to express their feelings. I listened attentively and was supportive and empathetic of their feelings. This resident was able to calm down without any further incidents. I validated client concerns and stayed with client until they felt reassured. I am now much more confident and more knowledgeable in my ability to diffuse different potential or actual aggressive episodes. These activities that I did emphasized that the goal of care should always be geared towards understanding the different techniques and responses that are available that would be most effective and beneficial in producing the results required. This has enabled me to manage difficult and challenging behaviors and situations, in ways that prioritize care and minimize risks. I am now able to use verbal and non-verbal techniques in order to diffuse hostile behavior, and prevent a potential violent crisis from occurring.
	REGISTRATION NUMBER: Exemplary Example #5


